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Carmella is a world renowned singer, composer, and voice
therapist based in Sydney, Australia. She is an accredited voice
and yoga teacher with over twenty years experience in the practise
of yoga, meditation, martial arts, the dramatic arts, and singing.
Carmella has dedicated her life to facilitating sound as a healing
force, as a vehicle for transformation and vibrational healing.
Creator of the acclaimed Voice in Yoga, Born Singing, and The
Nada Method seminars, Carmella offers a unique and inspiring
approach in her workshops and private consultations. Her
methods include sound release, vocalizing and vocal training,
breath meditation, chakra sounding, resonance and conscious
sound vibration, mantra yoga and sacred singing.
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Enchanting new meditation music,
from award winning devotional
singer Carmella Baynie, acclaimed
for the beauty and purity of her
chanting. Her music is powerful
uplifting and simply Divine...
“Beautiful voice, beautiful spirit! The music on this CD evokes higher realms, the kind
frequented by angelic beings and devas. It reaches slightly higher, too, to that devotional
realm we might actually call ‘home’.”
Steven J. Rosen (author, The Yoga of Kirtan)

“We use Carmella’s music to enhance our Yoga Synergy course classes. Her other-worldly
and enchanting voice lifts the spirit and brings students to a deep inward space of meditation
and contentment.”
Simon Borg-Olivier (physiotherapist and Yoga Synergy director)

“Beautiful singing, wonderful production. May many people be blessed by listening to this
music!”
Deva Premal and Miten

“Carmella’s voice is impassioned and angelic and the result is both moving and
inspirational.”
Wellbeing Magazine

“Truly liberating! Carmella has given me a taste for singing from the soul and I definitely
want more!”
Ros Burton, (Body+soul magazine, Sunday Telegraph)

“A hauntingly beautiful blend of devotional music.”
Australian Yoga Life
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Self expression is one of the contributing factors to health and wellbeing. A connected,
clear and conscious voice is critical to our ability to communicate effectively in our
everyday lives. Through the Nada Method one is able to release stored energy and
emotions, to deepen breathing, relax, energize and unify mind, body and spirit, open
the heart, access truth and find more range, tone, power and colour both in everyday
speech and in song.
“As a yoga teacher the ability to convey information in the appropriate tone and expression is
paramount. The articulation of each pose is of the utmost importance to ensure the safety of
each client. Six months ago I had a very bad case of Hashimoto’s, an auto immune disease
which left me exhausted and literally tongue-tied. I began to see Carmella weekly, for voice
therapy sessions and straight away my ability to eloquently deliver a class returned with new
focus and vigor. Under Carmella’s careful guidance, I have never gone back to that tired
and helpless place. I connected with my voice and inner expression on a whole new level,
allowing me access to a deeper reserve of energy, and to function with vitality. I can’t thank
Carmella enough for the positive impact her intuition and instruction has had on my life and
career.”
Lisa Shea, Ki Yoga Instructor

“In 2008, PACT Performing Arts Theatre invited Carmella to lead the vocal classes for the
2008 imPACT Training Ensemble, an 8 month skills development course with 20 performance
makers. Carmella presented a thorough vocal training program to the group, from vocal
exercises to complex harmony group work. Carmella taught the Ensemble with unfailing
generosity and dynamism; their beautiful, precise singing in the final performance was a
testament to her work.”
Chris Murphy, Associate Director PACT Theatre

02 9904 7772
voiceconnections@gmail.com

www.carmellavoice.com

